Gilmore Looms Inkle Loom

1. Make your length of warp. Making your warp up to 4 inches wide.
2. Make heddles for half the amount of warp strings. Put them on the Heddle Peg (B).
3. Tie the warp onto the back Warp Beam (A). Keep the warp cross intact with the Lease Sticks through the Lease dowel holes G.
4. Your first warp thread (green line) goes from A, over peg C and peg D, down through a heddle (blue line), over peg E, and then lay it out the front of the loom.
5. The second warp thread (red line) goes from A, over peg C, straight to peg E, and then lay it out the front of the loom.
6. Repeat step 4 and 5 until all the warp threads are in place.
7. Then take the warp threads and attach them to the Cloth Beam (F) and adjust the tension.
8. Start weaving by creating a shed by pulling down on the strings through the heddles, or lifting up on the strings that did not go through the heddles.

A=Warp Beam and Ratchet  E= Front Beam Peg
B=Peg for Heddles  F= Cloth Beam and Ratchet
C=Overhead Peg for Warp  G= Holes for Lease Dowels when warping
D=Peg for Warp going to Heddles